TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

North Eastern Indira Gandhi Regional Institute of Health and Medical Sciences, Shillong under the administrative control of Ministry of Health and Family Welfare is an organization wholly owned by the Government of India, located at P.O.NEIGRIHMS, Mawdiangdiang, Shillong-793018, Meghalaya.

The Institute is registered on 12th January, 1987 as a society by the Registrar of Societies, Meghalaya Shillong, further as per current DGFT Trade notice No.9, dated: 12/06/2017 the PAN number of the Institute is “AABAB8408K”.

We hereby further confirm that the Institute is not engaged in any other trade, business or any other similar activities except the services and activities as per the Memorandum of Association which has been exempted under the Central Goods and Service Tax Act, 2017. The stores, goods, printing, equipments being processed are for Institute’s consumption only.

Accordingly, the institute has currently not registered under the said Act or availed a GSTN for the said matter.
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